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ABSTRACT 

In this note, we discuss the multi-batch bunched beam loading 
during the injection from the Rooster to the AGS. The full intensity 
beam injection to the upgraded AGS RF system with beam phase and 
radial feedbacks will be studied. It is shown that a beam phase feed- 
back is necessary in order ‘to guarantee a predictable beam behavior 
after the first batch injection, otherwise the initial phase deviation for 
the following batch injections cannot be controlled. However, the 
effectiveness of the phase feedback control of the transient beam load- 
ing is limited by the associated emittance blow-up in the process. It is 
shown that a fast power amplifier feedback with a moderate gain can 
significantly reduce the transient effect of the bunched beam injection. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 



I. Introduction 

The operation of the AGS with the beam injection from the Booster will result in two 

changes. One is that the proton beam intensity at the AGS will be increased from 1.5 x 1013 

to 6 x 1013 per cycle, and another is that the AGS ring will directly receive the bunched 

beam from the Booster. One of the possible problems is the periodic transient beam loading 

during the batched beam injection into the AGS. 

The AGS RF cavities and power amplifiers will be upgraded to accommodate the 

increase of the beam intensity by reducing the shunt impedance and introducing fast feed- 

back of the power amplifiers. In a period of two years from 1992 to 1994, however, the exist- 

ing AGS RF system still has to be used. Therefore, it is of interest to understand the perfor- 

mance and limitations of both the old and the new RF systems under the multi-batch beam 

injection from the Booster into the AGS. . 

In [l], the general static and transient beam loading effect has been discussed. In this 

note, we will discuss the periodic transient beam loading of the AGS during the injection. 

The notations and the results in [l] will be followed and used in this note. 

The following is the beam and RF parameters for the old and the upgraded AGS RF 

systems at the injection. 

The AGS RF harmonic number is 12, and there are 10 RF cavities in the AGS ring. 

The parameters shown are for each cavity. The number of protons in one bunch, n, is 

assumed to be 0.75 x 1013, a 50 percent larger than the designed number. We assume that 
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the tuning and AVC loops will be in operation in order to guarantee a proper working con- 

dition for the generators and cavities. The generator current in the absence of beam, 

IG, = V/R, is important in determining the beam loading effect for a given beam current. 

Two different cases will be discussed. The first is the full intensity proton beam injec- 

tion. to the upgraded AGS RF system, with the beam radial and phase feedbacks. The 

second case is also the full intensity beam injection to the upgraded system, but with a fast 

power amplifier feedback. 

II. Full Intensity Beam Injection at the Upgraded AGS RF System 

The full intensity beam injection at the new AGS RF system is of interest, not only 

because it will be a typical operation condition in the future, but also that the resulting 

beam loading parameters under this condition are very close to that of the proton beam 

injection to the existing RF system with the intensity of 2 x 1013. Before the fast power 

amplifier feedback is available, the beam phase feedback and the beam radial feedback will 

be utilized to control the periodic transient beam loading effect. 

It takes four batch injections to fill the AGS ring. Since the cavity detuning condition 

will be changed from one injection to the another, each batch injection will be treated 

separately. 

1. First Batch Injection 

In [l], the beam loading effect from the beam current to the induced beam phase devia- 

tion, Aq5, is described by, 

A4 = ~1w014?0 (1) 
where IBo represents the injected beam current, which is shown in Fig.1 for the periodic 

beam injection at the AGS. The transfer function Zr(s) represents the dynamic aspect of 

the effect, 

Zl(4 = * (2) 
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where u is the half bandwidth of the cavity, 

1 

O=2RC (3) 

The scaling factor Zc, is determined by the generator current, it can be simplified as the fol- 

lows, 

1 
z,, = - 

I GO 

under the assumption of that the stable’ phase 4s is small, and IB 5 IGc_ 

Using the parameters of the upgraded AGS RF system, the beam phase deviation 

resulted from the first batch injection of full proton intensity as given by equation (1) is 

shown in Fig.2 over a period of 30 ps. 

With beam phase and radial feedbacks, the model of the beam loading is shown in 

Fig.3, where CLR is the beam radius deviation. At the injection, the beam dynamic parame- 

ters are a = 1.89 x lo6 and b = - 74. The loop encircling b/s, a, and l/s represents the 

synchrotron oscillation, the loop encircling .Zi(s), Ic,, and l/s is the phase feedback, and the 

loop encircling Z,(s) , b/s, k,, k,, and l/s is the radial feedback. 

The beam radius deviations, which is related to the beam phase deviation Ac$ by the 

transfer function b/s as shown in Fig.3, due to the first batch injection under three 

different conditions, namely, with the radial and phase feedbacks, with the radial feedback 

only, and without feedbacks are shown in Fig.4 over a period of 170~s. It is shown that the 

radial feedback is important in controlling the beam radius deviation, and the phase feed- 

back can further reduce the radius deviation, by providing a phase damping. Therefore, the 

radial and phase feedbacks are desirable. It has been shown in [2] that in general a strong 

phase feedback may give rise to a large and fast bucket motion, which in turn causes a large 

bunch motion with respect to the bucket, and hence the beam emittance blow-up. Thus, the 

bunch motion in the bucket must be studied, and the phase feedback gain should be chosen 

accordingly to minimize both radius deviation and emittance blow-up. 
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Let the phase feedback gain be k, = 4 x lo4 and the radial feedback gain be 

k,k, = 4 x 104 x 300 = 12 x lo’, which will ‘provide a radius deviation reduction, under a 

normal operation, by a factor of 7, and also the phase deviation damping ratio of 0.625. 

This damping ratio is low, however, it will be shown later that to increase the damping may 

not be acceptable due to the possibility of the emittance blow-up. 

We assume that only one phase PUE and one radial PUE are used during the injec- 

tion. The partly filled AGS ring provides a periodic beam phase deviation signal whose 

periods depend on how the ring is filled. Therefore the effective phase feedback will be vary- 

ing during the injection. The gain of the radial feedback is however adjustable at the AGS 

according to the beam intensity, therefore the effective radial feedback can be taken as con- 

stant during the injection. 

Under these conditions, 

tion are shown in Fig.5 and 

reduced by about 5 degrees 

bun.ch motion in the bucket 

in t’he bucket reaches about 

increased, the damping of the 

be further reduced. 

2. Second Batch Injection 

Before the second batch 

loop. The detuned angle is, 

the beam phase and radius deviations for the first batch injec- 

Fig.6 respectively. In a period of 30 ps, the phase deviation is 

and the radius deviation is increased to about 0.1 mm. The 

is shown in Fig.7, which shows that the vertical bunch motion 

14 percent of the bucket height. If the phase feedback gain is 

phase deviation can be increased and the radius deviation can 

injection, the RF cavities have been detuned by the tuning 

where I,, is the averaged fundamental of the beam current due to the first batch injection. 

Similar to (I), the second batch injection will affect the beam phase deviation by, 
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The dynamic aspect of the transfer function, Zz(s), is the same as the transfer function of 

the voltage amplitude of the detuned cavity to the beam current, which is [3], 

Z2(4 = 

us + g(l + tan24z1) 

s2 + 20s + 02(1 + tan2$z1) 
(7) 

Since the cavity impedance with the detuning angle 4zl becomes, 

Z = Rcos~~~~-~~~~ (*I 
the cavity voltage amplitude is changed by a factor of cos4zr for the same beam current. 

The AVC loop will increase the generator current such that the amplitude of the total cav- 

ity voltage stays unchanged. Again we assume a small stable phase 4s, then it can be 

shown that if the beam current is comparable to IGu, the generator current will be increased 

from IGc by a factor of 
1 

cos2421 
. Therefore the scaling factor for the second batch injection 

becomes, 

202 = 
c=24zl 

IGO 

A beam phase feedback can reduce the mean beam phase deviation of the first batch 

injection to zero in a relative long period of time before the second batch injection. The resi- 

dual error will determine the initial condition of the beam phase deviation when the second 

batch enters the AGS ring. 

For the sequential injection, i.e., the second batch is located adjacent to the injected 

batch, the beam phase deviation, the radius deviation, and the bunch motion in the bucket 

are shown in Figs.& 9, 10, respectively. 

For the symmetrical injection, i.e., the second batch is placed diametrically opposed to 

the first batch, the beam phase deviation, the radius deviation, and the bunch motion in the 

bucket are shown in Figs.11, 12, 13, respectively. 

Note that for both injections, the initial beam phase deviation is at - 7 degrees, which 

is determined by the beam phase deviation generated by the first batch injection, in 
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existence of a phase feedback. Without phase feedback, the initial phase deviation will be 

large and varying, implying unpredictable beam injections following the first batch injec- 

tion. Considering that beam phase deviation due to the beam loading is in a range from 20 

to 25 degrees, shown in Figs. 8 and 11, if the initial phase deviation is large, then the second 

batch injection can cause a larger phase deviation. Therefore a phase feedback is needed in 

the periodic beam injection at the AGS. 

Figs. 10 and 13 show that the bunch motion in the bucket reachs 20 to 30 percent of 

the bucket height, which are larger than the motion during the first batch injection, shown 

in Fig.7. The effective phase feedback, which determines the motion of the bucket, depends 

on both the phase feedback gain and the phase deviation signal. Since the phase deviation 

signal becomes larger during the second batch injection, the bucket motion is larger than 

that during the first batch injection. 

Some differences between the two injection schemes can be observed, which show that 

the symmetrical injection is less harmful than the sequential injection. The former generates 

smaller phase deviation and radius deviation, and also a smaller motion of the bunch in the 

bucket. 

3. Third and Fourth Batch Injections 

In the third and the fourth batch injections, the cavity detuned angle dzl for the 

second batch injection will be replaced by the larger dz2 and 4z3, calculated from (5) and 

also the scaling factors will be recalculated accordingly. 

For the third batch injection, the initial beam phase deviation will be different for the 

sequentially injected second batch, which gives rise to a - 10.3 degrees of the initial beam 

phase deviation, and the symmetrically injected second batch, which gives rise to a - 5.4 

degrees. We show only the third batch injection after a sequential second 

Figs. 14, 15, 16, for the beam phase deviation, the radius deviation, and 

in the bucket. 

batch injection, in 

the bunch motion 



The beam phase deviation, the radius deviation, and the bunch motion in the bucket 

for the fourth batch injection are shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19. The phase and radius devi- 

ations are acceptable. The bunch motion shown in Fig.19, however, indicates that the bunch 

moves to about 55 percent of the bucket half height for a period of about lops., which may 

not be acceptable. Since this motion is determined by the effective phase feedback and only 

the phase feedback gain is adjustable, this implies that the the phase feedback gain of 

4x lo4 is approaching the upper limit. 

III. Full Intensity Injection with Fast Power Amplifier Feedback 

The model of the beam loading effect with the fast power amplifier feedback is shown 

in Fig.20, where ke is the fast feedback gain, and k, = koEl. 

Following the same method shown above to study the beam loading effect of the 

periodic beam injection, with a moderate, fast feedback gain of 5, the situation is 

significantly improved. We show the beam phase deviation, the radius deviation, and the 

bunch motion in the bucket, only for the first batch injection, in Figs. 21, 22, and 23. The 

beam loading effect has been significantly reduced by the fast feedback. 

IV. Conclusion 

In this note, we have discussed the periodic beam injection from the Rooster to the 

AGS. 

The full intensity beam injection to the upgraded AGS RF system with beam phase 

and radial feedbacks have been studied. The results are useful in understanding the beam 

injection to the present AGS RF system with 2 x 1Or3 protons per cycle. It is shown that a 

beam phase feedback is necessary to guarantee a predictable beam injection, because the ini- 

tial phase deviation for the second, third and fourth batch injections cannot be controlled 

without a phase damping. It is also shown that the phase feedback cannot provide a 

significant reduction to the bunched beam loading effect, because the phase feedback gain is 
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limited by the possibility of a large bunch motion in the bucket, which is directly related to 

the beam emittance blow up. 

It is shown that a fast feedback with a moderate gain can significantly reduce the 

impact of the bunched beam loading. 
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Fig.1. Waveforms of IBO, for Different Batch Injections. 
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Fig.2. Beam Phase Deviation during First Batch Injection, without Feedbacks. 
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Fig.3. Model of Beam Loading, with Phase and Radial Feedbacks. 
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Fig.5. Beam Phase Deviation during First Batch Injection, with Phase and Radial Feedbacks. 
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Fig.6. Beam Radius Deviation during First Batch Injection, with Phase and Radial Feedbacks. 
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Fig.7. Bunch Motion in Bucket during First Batch Injection. 
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Fig.8. Beam Phase Deviation during Second Batch Sequential Injection. 
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Fig.9. Beam Radius Deviation during Second Batch Sequential Injection. 
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Fig.10. Bunch Motion in Bucket during Second Batch Sequential Injection. 
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Fig.11. Beam Phase Deviation during Second Batch Symmetrical Injection. 
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Fig.12. Beam Radius Deviation during Second Batch Symmetrical Injection. 
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Fig.13. Bunch Motion in Bucket during Second Batch Symmetrical Injection. 
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Fig.14. Beam Phase Deviation during Third Batch Injection. 
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Fig.15. Beam RadiusDeviation during Third Batch Injection. 
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Fig.17. Beam Phase Deviation during Fourth Batch Injection. 
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Fig.18. Beam Radius Deviation during Fourth Batch Injection. 
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Fig.19. Bunch Motion in Bucket during Fourth Batch Injection. 

Fig.20. Model of Beam Loading, with Fast Feedback and Phase plus Radial Feedbacks. 
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Fig.21. Beam Phase Deviation-during First Batch Injection, with Fast Feedback. 
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Beam Radius Deviation during First Batch Injection, with Fast Feedback. 
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